Modena is a scalable, flexible, and secure platform that combines ease of use with a wealth of features, empowering groups of almost any size, in any space, to present and collaborate seamlessly.

This course, intended for those new to Modena, explores the basics of the Hub & Hub+ models: What they do, how they do it, and best practices for effectively integrating them within an environment. On completion of this course, trainees will know everything needed to hit the ground running for their initial Modena experience.

Prerequisites: None

Continuing Education: 1 AVIXA RU CTS/CTS-D

Time to Complete: 2 hours (instructor led)

TRAINEES WILL LEARN:

• The primary functions and features of Hub and Hub+
• Which device is right for certain environments or applications
• The basic models of integrating Modena within a network
• Tools for configuring and deploying Modena, as well as tips for site surveyance

If you think Modena: Collaborate without Constraints is right for you and your organization, click here to request a training session.